The Bristol’s Team is as Distinguished as the
Building Itself
	
  

	
  
A condominium unlike anything in Palm Beach, The Bristol is the culmination of
an esteemed team of developers, architects, designers and brokers, coming
together to create the most spectacular residential tower in Florida.
The vision of Al Adelson and Eugene Golub, The Bristol is being developed by
Flagler Investors LLC, which is comprised of the renowned Golub & Company
LLC, Commercial Financial Management and Elion Partners. Combined, the
companies have over a century and a half of experience in real estate investment
and development.
International architecture firms Solomon Cordwell Buenz and Revuelta
Architecture International (PA) designed the iconic 25-story tower, creating The
Bristol’s sparkling glass façade and sweeping flow-through residences.
Interiors are by New York-based interior designer Amir Khamneipur. While his
distinctly elegant creations have graced residential buildings such as Trump
Tower, and magazines including Elle Décor, his impeccable tastes will soon outfit
The Bristol’s exquisite lobby, exclusive club lounge, tranquil terrace gardens, and
two-story fitness center & spa.
The lush landscaping of The Bristol is being created by the internationally
acclaimed EDSA, Inc. With a passion for cultivating inspiring environments, and

	
  

a portfolio including the world’s most renowned resorts and residential buildings,
EDSA will be crafting the serene exterior spaces throughout The Bristol.
Exclusive sales for The Bristol are being conducted by Douglas Elliman
Development Marketing, a branch of Douglas Elliman Real Estate, one of the
largest real estate companies in the nation.
Broker Chris Leavitt is leading the four-person sales team, which consists of
skilled agents with vast experience and expertise. The team includes Samantha
Curry, who is among the 1% of agents nationwide to hold designation as a
Certified Negotiation Expert; Marisela Cotilla, who has over thirty-five years of
experience in luxury residential, commercial real estate and mortgage lending;
and Sonja Stevens, who as a resident and owner in Palm Beach, thoroughly
understands the intricacies of the local market.
To learn more about The Bristol and the team behind it, visit
TheBristolPalmBeach.com to schedule your private viewing at the Palm Beach
Island Sales Gallery.
	
  

